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Tularosa is breeding silver grey and black suri. Our mission is to 
produce robust alpacas with plenty of soft handling suri fleece, 
with the kind of feel you can’t wait to wear. Over 15 plus years, the 
density, the quality and the predictability of the herd progeny have 
all steadily progressed. In the beginning, our herd even included first 
crosses and blue-eyed whites. This was necessary to get progeny with 
grey fleece and good fleece density. From this basis, with selective 
breeding and the impact of suri males imported from USA, we have 
crafted the quality herd we have today. Density, lustre and handle 
are the dominant characteristics we breed for, and continuing 
generational improvement is our enduring aim.

The alpacas offered for sale are from recognised lines, have been 
shown successfully or have had progeny shown successfully. Several 
are tried and true breeders, some are maidens from easy birthing 
lines, with a mating to a well-awarded male.  One of our proven black 
stud males is also offered. Some lots have a reserve price, many do 
not.

Where available, we have included in the catalogue the last 2 years 
of fleece data for most alpacas (2021, 2022) as well as the first 

fleece data.  Bear in mind that with the lush growth from unusually 
wet climate conditions in the Strathbogie area in 2021 and more 
so in 2022, the fleeces for these years were higher in both micron 
and standard deviation across the herd. The numbers are not truly 
representative of the fleece production capability of these suris.

We hope you enjoy the auction sale, and find an alpaca or two to 
complement your breeding program. Don’t hesitate to contact 
Tularosa with any questions about the alpacas in the catalogue at 
tularosa@fastmail.com.au

 

At Baarrooka, we breed high quality suris with a focus on fleece 
improvement through scientific measurement. Our aim is to be 
pioneers of a viable commercial suri fleece industry in Australia.

We have a white commercial herd of around 500 animals and a 
coloured stud herd of a similar size. We have stud males and breeding 
females in all colours. In our 21 years in alpacas, we have used the 
very best quality genetics available from around the world.

We recognise the importance of micron and consistency of micron 
in alpaca breeding and have been lucky to purchase a male such as 
Durango that has maintained a low micron and does not have high 
primary fibres in the brisket and belly.  A male that has passed on 
these traits to both our commercial and coloured herds.

However, our breeding focus for the past 15 years has been on 
increasing density.  Density is less heritable than micron and 
standard deviation, so it is more difficult to improve and set within a 
herd.  We are pleased to have doubled our average fleece weights and 
believe we, as an industry, need to aim for 4kg saddle/prime fibre for 
alpacas to be a viable fibre industry. So density continues to be our #1 
trait while we select for consistency (SD and CEM) as our secondary 
trait. We know we can lower the micron in as little as one generation, 
so that objective is less important at this stage.

Over the past 4 years, we have been dispersing our grey,  appaloosa/
fancy, fawn and brown lines, to concentrate on white and black suris, 
while maintaining the best of the colours to inject superior fleece 
characteristics into our black herd.  Many of the coloured females 
offered have produced a black female or potential stud for us to 
continue on with.

Baarrooka has been recognised through showing at National and 
International level for the elite quality of our fleeces and have been 
dominating Best Black Suri at the Colourbration and National Shows 
for many years.  Despite export routes currently being closed, we have 
a significant number of overseas-owned elite Baarrooka suris being 
agisted.

We are proud to offer females of the quality of those in this auction. 
We believe that sharing our genetic gain with other breeders will 
benefit the industry as a whole and continue to improve coloured 
suris in Australia.

The fleece data included in the catalogue is the first fleece and the 
last two fleeces for each animal. It should be noted that 3 years of La 
Niña conditions have had a significant impact on both micron and SD 
(and a corresponding negative impact on density and CEM scores). 
We have found from past experience that once conditions return to 
normal, the measurements return to more moderate numbers.

In addition to micron and SD, we have reported CEM - coarse edge 
micron which gives an indication of how far from the mean micron 
the broadest 5% of fibres begin. We aim for 10 micron or less.

The FDI is a fibre density indicator which is a mathematical formula 
that takes into consideration micron, SD, length and weight of saddle 
to provide a score that can be compared across the herd, regardless 
of micron.  Density reduces as an animal ages so animals should 
be compared in age cohorts. The numbers generally relate to our 
description of density (allowing plenty of room for improvement) as 
below:

 Fibre Density Indicator (FDI) 
0-5 Low
5-10 Average
10-15 High
15-20 Very High
20+ Extreme

Within the Baarrooka herd, the highest scores in whites and fawns 
have been around 20 (with most being around 10-15) and in blacks 
around 16 (with most being around 9-12).

If you would like any additional information about the suris on offer, 
please contact Julie on 0407 889 669 or jwilkinson@baarrooka.com.
au.

Breeding Philosophy



Buyer Information  

Date of Sale: Saturday 13 May, 2023

Time: Auction will commence at 2.00pm via online auction site AuctionsPlus.  

Inspection of Stock: Inspection of sale animals is by appointment.  Baarrooka and Tularosa are within 20 minutes drive 
of each other in Strathbogie, so viewing animals at both studs will be easy. Contact the studs for directions: Baarrooka 
0407889669; Tularosa 0408 533 654.

Breeding Status:  All matings are offered in good faith and pregnancy status, where listed as ’Mated’ , is not confirmed 
unless specified in on-line lot description. Remates on females who are subsequently not pregnant or do not deliver a live 
cria is by arrangement with vendors.  Empty females can be mated by arrangement and additional mating fees will apply.

Buyer Registration:  Prospective buyers must register with AuctionsPlus 48 hours prior to auction.  
 
Transport: Transport is the responsibility of the buyer.  Stock can be left for up to 14 days, after which agistment will be 
charged.  Other arrangements, such as matings, should be made with the vendors.  Any Animal Transport will be the official 
transporter for the auction and will be able to advise on routes for delivery of purchased alpacas. Contact Jody on 0427 033 
552.
 
Registration transfers:  All transfers are at the buyer’s expense. 

GST:  GST will be added after the fall of the hammer.
 
Selling Agent: Wilson Beer from Nutrien is the selling agent. He can be contacted on 0428 505 520.

Telephone bidding and buyers orders: Please contact Wilson Beer at Nutrien to arrange telephone bidding, or buying 
orders on 0428 505 520 

Opening bids: Opening bids will start at $600 for all animals. Lots with a price reserve are indicated.  Where the reserve is 
not met, the highest bidder will have the opportunity to negotiate a sale with the vendor.

Terms of Payment:  Terms of payment are EFT at time of purchase in accordance with the conditions of sale. For further 
information contact Nutrien: Wilson Beer 0428 505 520

Guarantees: All females sold pregnant come with live cria guarantee on a drive-by remate basis.  Stud males are sold with a 
fertility guarantee.  
 
Health Status and Biosecurity: The Baarrooka herd is Q-Alpaca and the Tularosa herd is non-assessed. Animals can be 
converted to Q-Alpaca if required, for a fee (this will take 6 months).
 
Buyers, please ensure that you are aware of the necessary State Health Protocol requirements for your location. South 
American Camelid Waybills will be prepared for every shipment. Buyers must have a PIC for the destination property.

Catalogue: All details in this catalogue are provided by the vendors and whilst all care has been taken in its preparation the 
vendors accept no responsibility for errors or omissions. Electronic catalogues are available from the vendors: jwilkinson@

baarrooka.com.au and tularosa@fastmail.com.au and the agent wilsonbeer@bigpond.com.
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Go to www.auctionsplus.com.au 
to register at least 48 hours before 
the sale.

Select “Sign Up” in the top right 
hand corner.

Fill in buyer details and once 
completed go back to Dashboard.

Complete buyer induction module 
(approx. 30 minutes).

Log in on sale day and connect to 
auction.

Bid using the two-step process – 
unlock the bid button and bid at 
that price.

AuctionsPlus will email you to let 
you know that your account has 
been approved.

Go to your emails and confirm the 
account.

Return to AuctionsPlus and log in.

Select “Dashboard” and then select 
“Request Approval to Buy”.

If you are successful, the selling 
agent will contact you post sale to 
organise delivery and payment.

Fill out your name, mobile number, 
email address and create a password.

How to Register and Bid on AuctionsPlus

For more information please contact us on:
Phone: (02) 9262 4222

Email: info@auctionsplus.com.au



Baarrooka Stud Males

This is the most magnificent coloured suri male I have seen in my 21 years 
of breeding and he is well known and admired throughout the world. 
Durango has spectacular fleece traits, with a 2-year-old fleece analysis of 
18.5, 4.5 sd and CF 98.6. His skin biopsy in February 2009 was S:P 12.6 and 
Fn 47.8. At 20 years of age, Durango still has pride of place in our herd and 
maintains excellent fleece characteristics.

Durango has produced our best suris in all colours. His son Thundercrack 
is our #1 male in the commercial (white) herd and a look at our stud row 
will display the raft of sons such as Epic, Entertainment, Firebolt, Odyssey, 
Bostano and Foreign Affair. Then there are the stud males that come from 
Durango daughters - Ezra, Magician and El Paso in the blacks and Sultan of 
Swing and Bamboo Blonde in the whites.  To say he is the most influential 
animal  of our herd is an understatement.

Durango is 3/4 Accoyo with accoyo sires Bruxo and Uribe on each side of 
his pedigree.

Durango has been held in-house, so his genetics are rare outside of the 
Baarrooka herd.  There are a number of progeny and descendents from this 
amazing male in this auction.

ILR Moon Rivers Peruvian DURANGO

Supreme is a full Accoyo medium fawn male, imported from the US in 
2013.

He was selected for his excellent frame, density, genetics and lustre. His 
sire, Torbio, one of the most influential Accoyo sires in the US also covers 
black. The Torbio line produces very well over Durango (Macgyver) lines.  
His progeny all display the strong frame and typey head that are indicative 
of the Accoyo bred suri.

This male has been used over both our Durango daughters and as part of 
our black breeding program. Supreme has produced every colour, from 
white, through fawns, browns, grey, bay black and true black. All with great 
Accoyo quality. 

ILR Torbio’s Accoyo SUPREME



Purchased in the US for his superior genetics, blue-black fleece and 
stunning lustre, Ultimate Black has produced high quality, show winning 
progeny, including the Best Black winners at the 2012 and 2013 National 
Shows and Best Grey at the National in 2012. His progeny have very good 
density and excellent lustre and silkiness of handle.

We are unfortunate that we lost UB due to snake bite in 2016, but have 
certified a number of his sons and grandsons to pass on his legacy.

Ultimate Black was co-owned with Azzura and Tularosa.

ILR Riptide’s ULTIMATE BLACK

The Bachelor is a blue-black male with a silky soft and fine fleece from 
impeccable breeding in the US. His sire, Sniper and his maternal grandsire, 
Sirius Black are both stunning and highly awarded blue-black males. We 
have been very pleased with the impact Bachelor has made to our black 
breeding program. He generally produces to the colour of the dam or 
darker, with only a few fawns from blacks.

Bachelor was retained inhouse by co-owners Azzura, Baarrooka and 
Tularosa. Therefore his elite genetics are rare within the Australian herd.

Tularosa adds:
“Bachelor has been a wonderful addition to our herd. He is a compact 
black male, imported from USA. His genetics include the renowned 
MacGyver on both sides of his pedigree, plus the MacGyver son Sirius 
Black. He has brought his compact frame, his density and fineness to 
Tularosa progeny. We have certified several of his sons. He has two 
daughters in this sale- Razzle Dazzle and Frim Fram.”

ILR Sierra Bonita’s THE BACHELOR

The above are the elite imported males that are the basis of our coloured suri breeding program and are the sires of the greatest 
number of females included in the auction.  However, we have progeny from many of our other imported and home bred males, 
that combined with the foundation males have taken our breeding program to the next level.  Details of those additional males are 
on our website:
www.baarrooka.com.au/stud-males

Baarrooka Stud Males



Tularosa Stud MalesTularosa Stud Males

Gray Knight was purchased in the US and co-owned by Baarrooka and 
Tularosa. This male had the most outstanding fine and soft handling fleece, 
with amazing consistency of micron. His first and second fleeces were 
almost identical, with the first coming in at 21.1, sd of 3.5 and CF of 98.5, 
while the second was 21.0 sd of 3.7 and CF of 98.4. At 9 years of age, his 
2015 fleece analysis was 25.4 sd 4.3 CF 88.3 and CEM 7.7.

Gray Knight has proven himself to be the pre-eminent grey sire in Australia 
with his progeny winning multiple Best Grey awards in both animals and 
fleeces and even Best Black fleece awards. A number of his sons are now 
standing at stud at Tularosa.

We lost Gray Knight to snake bite in 2016. His genetics are rare and highly 
desirable. There are a number of females from his line in this auction.

ILR ABF Eminance’s GRAY KNIGHT

Kamikaze ET has been a reliable stalwart in our breeding program. A son 
of imported Gray Knight, he has a strong frame, beautiful lustre and is true 
black with no red-brown fibres. 

Back in 2014, he was awarded Supreme Black Fleece at Colourbration. He 
had Best Black Suri Fleece in show again at The National Alpaca Show in 
Adelaide in 2016. He has a certified son (Tularosa Levitate) and will soon 
have a second one ( Tularosa Tier One). 

Tularosa KAMIKAZE ET

We purchased Solstice for his pedigree and his masculine frame. He 
rewarded us with several medium grey females including Carmencita and 
Rondo. They are offered for sale here. He was shown at Colourbration in 
2011 where he was Reserve Champion Grey Suri.

Solstice was co-owned with Baarrooka.

Lowanna SOLSTICE



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT    1   Baarrooka TAS Fatma 

 
Sire: ILR Torbio’s Accoyo Supreme (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka UB Fee
Mating:  Baarrooka Ultimate Gravity ET 
 PM 10/4/22-10/5/22

Fatma is half Accoyo and is from a coveted Ultimate 
Black daughter. She has been bred to Gravity 
(Ultimate Black/Gray Knight) and is due prior to the 
Auction. 

Fatma has an excellent frame, heavy bone and the 
stylish Accoyo head.

Fatma’s dam was the same colour and produced blue 
black progeny to grey and black males.

This is an excellent opportunity to secure a young 
female from the Baarrooka black breeding program. 
We have retained two TB females from this proven 
quality black line.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 20.5 5.4 9.4 12.4

2021 23.2 5.2 10.8 9.4

2022 30.5 6.8 13.6 NA

251947        27/3/2020        Dark Brown/Roan      Female with cria at foot

LOT    2   Baarrooka Queen of Arkansas 

 
Sire: ILR Moon Rivers Peruvian Durango (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Queen Wilhelmina
Mating:  open

Queen of Arkansas is from impeccable genetics - the 
incomparable Durango as her sire and our original elite 
coloured female Queen Wilhelmina, an ET donor and 
dam of 7 Stud Males. 

We are very pleased with the quality Arkansas has 
produced for us, including the stunning Lisbon cria 
from her daughter Little Rock (see photo at left).  
However, as she has given fawn and brown to black and 
grey sires, she does not fit our breeding program.  

Arkansas is an easy doer, mothers well and has the 
strong bone indicative of Durango progeny.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 20.3 5.8 11.1 NA

2021 27.4 5.7 11.4 9.9

2022 29.1 5.9 11.7 NA

194905       28/2/2013  Mahogany           Open Proven Female

2022 granddaughter by Lisbon

Covering sire GravitySire Supreme

 Sire, Durango



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT    3   Baarrooka WC Quela 

 
Sire: Baarrooka Wild Card
Dam:  Baarrooka Durango’s Quinn
Mating:  open

Quela has the who’s who of coloured suris in her 
pedigree, as well as a healthy dose of Accoyo: 
Durango, Gold Rush, CH Winslow, Arequipa King, 
Desert Prince, Royal Russett and Queen Wilhelmina - 
Peruvian brown genetics for days!

We have found Wild Card over our Durango females 
have been a fantastic match.

Quela has given us a MF female cria by Lisbon in 2022 
(see photo of cria fleece, left) and so can be made 
available for other breeders. She will provide her 
purchaser with many years production of top quality 
suris.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 18.3 6.1 10.9 NA

2021 25.7 4.4 9 8.2

2022 26.3 4.2 7.8 NA

251828        5/3/2019        Medium Brown        Open Proven Female

LOT    4   Baarrooka Kingsford’s Allure 

 
Sire: ILR ABF Fine Thread’s Kingsford (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Topnotch
Mating:  open

Allure’s sire is a top quality black male we imported 
from the US in 2010. She has an excellent, fast-growing 
fleece with a soft silky handle and excellent lustre. Her 
dam,Topnotch is an elite female with cashmere fine and 
very dense fleece. Topnotch was the dam of the 2019 
National Best Black suri, Baarrooka TB Teagan.

Despite the white markings, Allure has had all solid 
cria, including a dark brown National winning male, 
by Ultimate Black, an excellent bay black female by 
Bachelor (dam of Albuquerque, Res. Champion Black 
Female Colourbration 2022) and the latest, a dense, 
show quality true black female by Magician (photo, 
left), who was second to the black Junior Champion/
Grand Champion at Canberra Royal 2023 in a large 
black class..

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 22.0 5.4 10.1 NA

2021 29.3 6.4 11.8 NA

2022 28.0 6.3 12.9 NA

176580      18/8/2011  Dark Brown         Open Proven Female

2022 cria by Magician

2022 cria by Lisbon

	 Allure	in	first	fleece,	2012

Sire, Wild Card

Sire, Kingsford



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT    5   Esterlina Fedaura

 
Sire: ILR Young Accoyo Rockefeller (US)
Dam:  Surilana Aura of Allianza (Peru)
Mating:  open

Despite her excellent imported Peruvian/Accoyo 
genetics, we have not made the most of Fedaura in 
the past, particularly since we were concentrating on 
white and black.  We hadn’t mated her recently until 
I realised, with her sire Rockefeller, she would likely 
be covering black.  Her 2021 cria to the Bachelor is 
an excellent dark mahogany (dilute black), so she has 
proven herself there.  Fedaura would be an asset for 
producing high quality progeny in a white or coloured 
breeding program.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 21.3 4.8 NA NA

2021 26.6 6.8 14.2 10.3

2022 29.8 7.7 17.1 NA

161316        30/3/2011        Medium Fawn        Open Proven Female

LOT    6   Baarrooka Breeze Bondi Babe 

 
Sire: Baarrooka Wild Card
Dam:  Baarrooka Breeze UB Surfie Chick
Mating:  open

Bondi Babe has a pedigree strong in black genetics and 
high quality suris on both sides.

She has produced two female cria for us – a bay black 
from grey sire Baarrooka Firenze and in 2022, a medium 
fawn from 2019 Supreme, Lisbon (recently sold, 
Champion Intermediate female at Red Hill Show). 

We are pleased to have her black female to breed on 
with. This allows us to offer Bondi Babe for sale to black 
or coloured breeders.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 14.0 3.9 7.4 NA

2021 26.5 5.4 11.5 6.9

2022 30.9 6.0 11.8 NA

216014       19/11/2017        Medium Fawn      Open Proven Female

Fedaura as a yearling Full brother, Esterlina Cervato

2022 cria by Lisbon Sire, Wild Card



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT    7   Baarrooka De La Renta

 
Sire: Baarrooka Durango’s Delaware
Dam:  Baarrooka Wraith ET
Mating:  open

De La Renta is the only black progeny we bred from 
Delaware before he was sold interstate. If we had 
known how long it would take us to produce another 
black Durango son, we may have held onto Delaware 
for a bit longer! 

De La Renta has a true black fleece with excellent 
lustre and locking and high density.

De La Renta has had a true black female 
(unfortunately early and stillborn) and medium fawn 
male to Bachelor and, her most recent, a bay black 
female to El Paso. We are keeping her 2022 female to 
continue this line and she is showing excellent lustre 
and density and an impressive flat locked architecture.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 20.5 5.4 9.4 12.4

2021 25.7 5.4 10.7 NA

2022 28.2 5.8 11.1 NA

226909          5/4/2016           True Black            Open Proven Female

LOT    8   Baarrooka Solstice’s Fire 

 
Sire: Lowanna Solstice
Dam:  Baarrooka UB Fee
Mating:  open

An excellent young true black female from grey male 
Lowanna Solstice and an Ultimate Black daughter, Fire 
has excellent bone, fleece coverage and true-to-type 
suri head. Her regrowth displays very good locking and 
lustre each year.

Fire has produced two true black cria to Magician, both 
excellent. The 2022 cria was a female which we will 
breed on with, so we can release Fire for other black or 
coloured breeding programs.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

second 23.8 5.6 NA NA

2021 25.1 5.3 11.6 8.5

2022 29.6 6.7 14.6 NA

226991      31/3/2017 True Black           Open Proven Female

2022 cria by El Paso

2022 cria by Magician

Sire, Delaware



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT    9   Baarrooka Breeze Purple Patch 

 
Sire: Pacofino Purple Rain
Dam:  Baarrooka Breeze Graycie
Mating:  open

Purple Patch is from two excellent silver greys, 
but unfortunately didn’t inherit the lovely silver 
colouring herself. However, with her elite grandsire, 
ILR ABF Eminence’s Gray Knight, she has the fleece 
characteristics he is well known for. Graycie, her dam, 
has produced many excellent greys, including stud 
male Gladiator, Gravity and Ezekiel.

Patch has produced three males, which have not been 
registered (we now register all cria regardless of sex, 
but didn’t previously).

Purple Patch has maintained her excellent fleece 
statistics and combined with very good density, 
would be an asset in a grey suri herd.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 21.9 5.2 10.2 NA

2021 24.2 5.2 11 10.5

2022 24.7 5.1 10.5 NA

195949       10/10/2013        Medium Fawn      Open Proven Female

LOT   10   Baarrooka Point Blank 

 
Sire: ILR Moon Rivers Peruvian Durango (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Spandeau Ballet
Mating:  open

Point Blank has an excellent pedigree, with Durango 
(3/4 Accoyo) as her sire and excellent Accoyo males 
Icalon and Bosisto, as well as Senator and Desert Prince 
on the maternal side.

She has the solid bone and correct frame of her sire and 
has also maintained excellent fleece characteristics.

While I had held on to the best of my Durango 
daughters, I must part with those that do not fit in 
with my current breeding program (black and white), 
providing excellent opportunities for other suri 
breeders.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 19.7 5.2 9.8 NA

2021 24.8 5.6 11.5 9.5

2022 26.9 5.8 12.0 NA

195875     5/3/2013             Light Brown         Open Proven Female

Dam, Graycie Half brother, Gravity

Sire, Durango



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT  11   Baarrooka Pernod

 
Sire: Baarrooka Poltergeist
Dam:  Baarrooka Ultimate Aniseed
Mating:  open

Pernod has a deep black pedigree with Ultimate Black 
and Talca Black Onyx on her dam’s side and a dark 
grey sire from black import Cantano’s Phantom (US) 
and grey Secret Image.

Pernod is one of our densest coloured females and 
produced an excellent female to Magician in 2022 
(shown with her dam and below in the photos, left - 
not included).  We would love to produce a black from 
her, but do have her daughter to breed on with.

Pernod does have a bit of attitude, so is not 
recommended for beginner breeders.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 20.5 5.4 9.4 15.0

2021 24.9 5.7 11.7 13.5

2022 28.0 6.1 11.8 NA

216038        5/3/2018          Medium Fawn        Open Proven Female

LOT  12   Baarrooka UB Baton Rouge 

 
Sire: ILR ABF Ultimate Black (US)
Dam:  ILR Stone Brook’s Black Rose by Saber (US)
Mating:  open

Baton Rouge has a full US pedigree, with both parents 
selected and imported from the US. 

Baton Rouge has produced some excellent progeny 
for us, including two brown males (by Supreme and 
Durango) sold as stud males, a silver grey female by Gray 
Knight sold to Switzerland, and two true black females. 

As can be seen in the photo, Baton Rouge is maintaining 
excellent fleece quality and suri style.

Her dam is by our harlequin grey import Lequioa Rose, so 
there is a potential to produce appaloosa/harlequin grey 
from this line also.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 21.8 6.5 12.8 NA

2021 26.0 5.8 12.4 7.3

2022 27.7 6.1 12.9 NA

194893       15/11/2012  True Black           Open Proven Female

2022 cria by Magician 2022 cria by Magician

2014	cria	by	Gray	Knight Sire, Ultimate Black

Reserve



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT  13   Baarrooka TB Jennifer 

 
Sire: ILR Sierra Bonita’s The Bachelor (US)
Dam:  Serena Lodge Lady Blackberry
Mating:  open

Bachelor progeny are tightly held by his co-owners 
due to his excellent fineness and density and 
exclusive, high quality pedigree.  In addition, Jennifer’s 
dam is from two black suris imported from Peru.

Jennifer has a strong, straight frame, good coverage 
and excellent suri head.

She  has produced two excellent black males, one to 
Durango and the other to Trans Am (see photo). Both 
will be considered for stud duties at Baarrooka.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 21.1 4.9 10.2 NA

2021 27.2 5.6 10.9 6.6

2022 29.0 6.2 11.8 NA

226880         30/1/2016           True Black          Open Proven Female

2022 cria by Trans Am Sire, The Bachelor

The animal previously listed as an (unintentional) 
duplicate Lot 13 here has been moved to Lot 53



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   14   Baarrooka Epic Turnaround 

 
Sire: Baarrooka Durango’s Epic
Dam:  Baarrooka Better Days
Mating:  maiden

Turnaround is an excellent female from our best 
lines. Sire, Epic is a highly awarded Durango son with 
excellent lustre and locking year after year. Dam is an 
Ultimate Black daughter.

She has very good density, excellent lustre and 
locking on a strong and straight frame. She has a true-
to-type suri head and excellent fleece coverage.

Despite her quality, Turnaround does not fit in our 
black breeding program, so has not been mated.  
Although not a ‘proven performer’, her elite genetics 
and her own fleece and frame qualities indicate she 
will indeed become one.  Fertility guarantee.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 19.8 5.3 11.5 12.2

2021 25.6 5.8 12.7 10.8

2022 26.7 5.8 12.2 NA

227022          5/2/2019          Medium Fawn           Maiden Female

LOT   15   Baarrooka Breeze Twix 

 
Sire: ILR Moon Rivers Peruvian Durango
Dam:  Baarrooka Breeze Ultimate Bounty
Mating:  maiden

Twix is a Durango daughter from a black Ultimate 
Black dam. While she will produce black and our best 
blacks have come from brown Durango daughters (eg 
Magician and El Paso, our best black stud males), we 
have enough black females that we do not need to use 
the browns for black production any more.  

Twix will produce brown or black, depending on what 
she is mated to. She is well grown with fine fleece 
and from our proven quality lines. She also has one 
of the densest fleeces in our coloured herd.  Fertility 
guarantee.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 18.4 4.3 7.9 11.1

2021 19.4 4.4 8.3 14.4

2022 21.8 4.7 9.4 NA

251971       23/2/2020  Mahogany           Maiden Female

Sire, Epic 2022

Sire, DurangoDam, Bounty



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   17   Baarrooka Midnight Express

 
Sire: ILR ABF Riptide’s Ultimate Black (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Queen Beatrix II
Mating:  open

Midnight Express is the coveted and proven 
combination of Ultimate Black and Gray Knight - two 
of the excellent males we imported from the US and 
who have had an enormous impact on black and grey 
suri breeding in Australia.

Her Bachelor daughter is excellent and is an important 
part of our black breeding program (a photo of her 
male cria to Halfway to Heaven, left). Express retains 
very good lock structure and lustre in her regrowth 
fleece and has a strong frame.

This is an excellent opportunity to secure a quality 
female from the Baarrooka black breeding program. 

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 22.4 6.0 11.6 NA

2021 26.7 4.9 10.0 7.6

2022 27.8 5.5 11.0 NA

226855        29/11/2015      True Black        Open Proven Female

2022 grand-cria by Halfway to 
Heaven

Dam, Queen Beatrix II

LOT   16   Baarrooka Breeze TB Black Cowgirl 

 
Sire: ILR Sierra Bonita’s The Bachelor (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Breeze GK Yalena
Mating:  open

Cowgirl has a full Peruvian pedigree with Bachelor, Gray 
Knight and Zosimo featuring.

She has a solid frame with strong bone and a typey suri 
head and excellent coverage. She benefits from the 
fineness of Bachelor and GK and Bachelor’s density.

Her 2022 male cria by Magician has excellent 
independence and lustre, a silky handle and great 
density (see photo). We also have a female by Durango 
to breed on with.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 19.9 5.4 11.0 NA

2021 25.7 6.4 13.8 10.1

2022 28.8 7.4 16.2 NA

226951      20/11/2016      True Black        Open Proven Female

2022 cria by Magician

Reserve



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   18   Baarrooka Durango’s Quinn 

 
Sire: ILR Moon Rivers Peruvian Durango (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Queen Juliana
Mating:  open

Quinn is from impeccable genetics - the incomparable 
Durango as her sire and a daughter of our elite 
coloured female Queen Wilhelmina, an ET donor and 
dam of 7 Stud Males.  We have held tightly onto these 
genetics because of their quality and reliability, but 
as our focus is now on black suri, they need to be 
released to other breeding programs.

While being left open for the past few seasons has 
had a detrimental affect on her fleece statistics (and 
her waist!), we are confident in her quality and sound 
genetic base and know she will produce excellent 
progeny for her new owner.

Quinn has the trademark solid frame and excellent 
fleece characteristics of her famous sire. She is the 
dam of Lot 3 Quela.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 18.1 5.2 9.5 NA

2021 30.4 6.2 12.2 8.8

2022 33.1 6.6 13.2 NA

226890       14/3/2016       Light Brown        Open Proven Female

LOT   19   Baarrooka Justice 

 
Sire: Tahara Pascali
Dam:  Baarrooka Durango’s Joyous
Mating:  MB female cria born 13/3/23 by Lisbon

Justice has an impressive pedigree with well-proven 
suri males Amador, Durango, Ultimate Black and Icalon 
present.

In addition to her own pedigree, Justice comes with a 
medium brown female cria by 2019 National Supreme 
Champion, Lisbon. He brings additional Durango, 
Icalon, Amador, Snowmass Illumination and Pucara 
Eliza genetics.

Justice exhibits excellent lustre, locking and density.  
She has maintained consistent fleece statistics.  With 
her dark coloured female cria, she is sure to provide an 
excellent buy.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first NA NA NA NA

2021 25.2 5.3 10.6 11.8

2022 25.3 5.5 11.1 NA

216008     18/11/2017       Medium Fawn    Female with cria at foot

Sire, Durango Grand-dam, Queen Wilhelmina



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   20   Baarrooka Supreme’s Viola ET

 
Sire: ILR Torbio’s Accoyo Supreme (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Secret Garden
Mating:  open

Viola’s dam, Secret Garden has produced some of 
our best blacks to Supreme, Bachelor and Durango 
through our embryo transfer program.

Viola is more than half Accoyo and is from an Ultimate 
Black daughter. She has the stunning Supreme head 
and excellent frame.

While reflecting the higher micron of the Accoyo lines, 
her fleece has excellent lustre and good nourishment 
and very good density.

We do have other black females from this line, but not 
one from Viola, so have placed a reserve on her.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 23.1 5.1 9.4 NA

2021 28.8 5.6 10.4 11.2

2022 30.9 6.5 13.0 NA

  226906         29/3/2016          Bay Black          Open Proven Female

LOT   21   Baarrooka Breeze Ultimate Bounty    

 
Sire: ILR ABF Riptide’s Ultimate Black (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Breeze Kit Kat
Mating:  open

A daughter of the impressive import Ultimate Black 
(half Accoyo), on the dam’s side are Gold Rush, Stirling 
Moss, Top Hat and Desert Prince.

Bounty has excellent regrowth with obvious lustre and 
good lock architecture. Her fleece statistics have stayed 
relatively constant and she displays a low coarse edge 
micron (CEM) and very good density.

Bounty has produced bay black, fawn and brown cria. 
We have bred on with the black daughter.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 19.4 5.2 9.6 NA

2021 26.4 5.0 9.7 9.9

2022 27.5 5.0 9.4 NA

    196025      6/3/2015        Bay Black       Open Proven Female

         Viola as a yearling

Reserve

        Sire, Ultimate Black



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   22   Baarrooka FA Eindhoven 

 
Sire: Baarrooka Durango’s Foreign Affair
Dam:  Baarrooka Edelweiss
Mating:  open

Eindhoven is a very dense female (Top 5%) from our 
super-dense stud male, Foreign Affair (FDI of 20.7 
in 2020).  Her dam was a multiple show champion, 
including at Royal Canberra, Sydney and National 
shows.

We are very pleased with the quality of the first cria 
by El Paso (see photo) who is in our 2023 show team.  
However, as Eindhoven is less likely to produce black 
we have decided to breed on with her daughter. 

Eindhoven has a lovely friendly temperament, so would 
suit both new and experienced breeders wanting to 
breed elite quality coloured suris.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

2020 19.3 4.4 8.5 15.7

2021 21.4 4.5 9.1 14.9

2022 24.1 4.7 9.1 NA

251880        21/2/2019         Light Brown         Open Proven Female

2022 cria by El Paso Sire,	Foreign	Affair	(2nd	fleece!)

Reserve

LOT   23   Baarrooka TAS Extreme 

 
Sire: ILR Torbio’s Accoyo Supreme (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Spotter’s Xample
Mating:  open

Xtreme is from our special full-Accoyo fawn male, 
imported in 2010 and the sire of some of our best 
blacks. Her dam has excellent black genetics  - Sniper’s 
Spotter of Pipecreek Farm (US) (Sniper was one of the 
highest awarded black males ever in the US and is also 
Bachelor’s sire) and Ultimate Black. 

Xtreme has a high lustre, well-aligned fleece with very 
good density. She would have been shown in 2020 
except for covid.

Although fawn, Xtreme produced a true black female 
with her first cria. This cria is everything we hoped for 
and will be retained in our black herd.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 17.3 4.5 9.2 NA

2021 20.6 4.8 9.9 11.8

2022 22.1 4.6 9.2 NA

251830       22/4/2019        Medium Fawn       Open Proven Female

2022 cria by Gravity2020	regrowth	fleece



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   25   Azzura Lavato’s Black Magic 

 
Sire: ILR GLR Lavato (US)
Dam:  Azzura Black Magic
Mating: open

Black Magic is by a well-regarded black male imported 
from the US by Azzura. These are very rare genetics in 
Australia.

She has a deep black pedigree and a true black fleece. 
Although higher micron, she has very good density and 
produces quality cria.

Black Magic has solid bone, a strong and straight frame 
and a beautiful head. She births and mothers well.

Fleece:
Date micron sd CEM FDI

2019 29.5 8.0 16.8 NA

2021 30.7 7.0 14.0 7.0

2022 33.3 7.4 14.8 NA

229020      20/4/2018        True Black        Open Proven Female

LOT   24   Baarrooka Breeze Bounce 

 
Sire: Baarrooka Magician ET
Dam:  Baarrooka Breeze Black Beauty
Mating:  Firecracker
 LMD 29/4/22

Bounce is a True (blue) black with both parents also 
being true black.  She produced her first cria, a black 
female by El Paso in 2022 and will have had her cria 
by Firecracker by the auction. Bounce’s dam has 
produced 11 cria - every one of them black. Two 
males are stud males, one having been exported to 
Germany.  

Bounce’s 2022 daughter (photo left) is in our 2023 
show team and is displaying a very soft fleece with 
independent locks and bright lustre.  We expect her 
Firecracker to be equally impressive. 

This young female has many years of production 
ahead of her.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 18.8 5.3 10.1 NA

2021 26.7 5.2 9.7 9.9

2022 28.4 5.8 11.2 NA

227023      15/2/2019       True Black        Female with cria at foot

2022 cria by El Paso Cover sire, Firecracker

Reserve



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   26   Baarrooka Foggy Mornings

 
Sire: Alabaster Kid Klu
Dam:  Kurrawa Luv in the Mist
Mating:  maiden

Foggy Mornings is a young female from our 
commercial herd. As she is fawn, she does not fit 
within either our white or black herds, however 
because she offers genetic diversification, from both 
her sire and dam, we would try to produce white from 
her. Hence we have put a reserve on this one.

Foggy is a very stylish female with strong bone, a 
straight frame and good coverage.  She has excellent 
quality regrowth as seen in the photos and also has 
very good density.   Fertility guarantee.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first* 20 5.3 9.8 12.3

2022 22.8 5.1 10.4 NA

*Fleece test with Trim OFF

  254015         15/2/21          Medium Fawn         Maiden Female

LOT   27   Baarrooka Y10

 
Sire: Baarrooka Thundercrack
Dam:  Bumble Hill Indian Rose
Mating:  open

Another coloured  young female from our commercial 
herd, Y10 is by our No.1 white male, Thundercrack who 
is a Durango son and full brother to Foreign Affair. 
Although he has a coloured background, the quality of 
his progeny have been outstanding and mostly  light 
fawn or white from white dams.  As Y10 is medium 
fawn, she does not fit within either our white or black 
herds, despite her quality.

Y10 is a very stylish female with excellent fleece 
statistics and quality regrowth as seen in the photos.  
She also has very good density.  Fertility guarantee.

Fleece:
Date micron sd CEM FDI

first* 18.1 4.0 7.2 11.0

2022 20.0 3.8 7.4 NA

*Fleece test with Trim OFF

    254019      16/3/2021        Medium Fawn     Maiden Female

Reserve

Sire,	Thundercrack’s	10th	fleece

Sire, Kid Klu



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   28   Baarrooka  BH TAS Lily

 
Sire: ILR Torbio’s Accoyo Supreme (US)
Dam:  Bumble Hill Gerbera
Mating:  maiden

A third fawn female from our white herd, Lily is by 
Accoyo male Supreme, imported from the US in 2010. 
Her dam is one of the top females in the Bumble Hill 
herd, with Jaegar Geronimo (a Jolimont Carlos son), 
and Accoyos Piccolo and Amador in her pedigree.

As Lily is fawn, she does not fit within either our 
white or black herds, despite her quality and so has 
not been bred. She would be a great addition to any 
coloured suri breeding program with her excellent 
frame and density, that stylish Accoyo head and 
impressive fleece regrowth.  Fertility guarantee.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

2020 22.7 5.3 10.4 NA

2021 23.3 4.9 9.9 9.4

2022 25.6 5.1 10.1 NA

251858       4/5/2019       Medium Fawn         Maiden Female

LOT   29   Baarrooka  Breeze Krystal

 
Sire: ILR ABF Riptide’s Ultimate Black (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Breeze Kate by Knight
Mating: open

A daughter of the impressive import Ultimate Black 
(half Accoyo) and on the dam’s side silver grey imported 
male Gray Knight.

Krystal has excellent regrowth with obvious lustre and 
good lock architecture. Her fleece statistics have stayed 
relatively constant and she displays a low coarse edge 
micron (CEM) and very good density.

Krystal has produced two excellent black cria.  We have 
bred on with the black daughter (photo, left).

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

2020 20.8 5.8 10.9 NA

2021 24.6 4.8 9.4 8.2

2022 26.1 5.3 9.9 NA

196042       19/4/2015         True Black         Open Proven Female

2019	daughter	by	Magician Sire, Ultimate Black



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   30   Baarrooka Durango’s Yasmina 

 
Sire: ILR Moon Rivers Peruvian Durango (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka UB Yizheng
Mating:  open

This is a rare opportunity - a true black Durango 
daughter. 

We are only offering Yasmina because we have both 
a true black daughter and son (see photos) by El 
Paso.  Both are solid black and of excellent (show/
stud) quality. If she doesn’t make the (very reasonable)  
reserve, we will continue to breed with her.

Yasmina is blue-black and has excellent locking, 
lustre and very good density. Her micron has stayed 
constant despite the lush conditions over the past 3 
years.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 17.4 5.1 10.1 NA

2021 24.5 6.0 11.7 11.2

2022 25.3 6.2 11.9 NA

216042       10/4/2018        True Black        Open Proven Female

LOT   31   Azzura Bachelor’s Suri Fire

 
Sire: ILR Sierra Bonita’s The Bachelor (US)
Dam:  Azzura Suri Fire
Mating:  open

Suri Fire was acquired from Azzura to increase the 
number of true black females in our herd.

She was selected based on her fleece qualities and solid 
frame.

We have an excellent female cria (see photo at left) 
from Suri Fire by Magician which will breed on with.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

2019 27.1 5.8 10.7 NA

2021 28.3 5.3 10.0 6.9

2022 30.3 5.3 10.1 NA

231569      22/10/2016        True Black        Open Proven Female

2021	cria	by	El	Paso 2022 cria by El Paso

2022 cria by Magician

Reserve

Sire, The Bachelor



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   32   Azzura Rapids Nerna 

 
Sire: ILR WLK Rapid Fire (US)
Dam:  Azzura Nerna
Mating:  Baarrooka TB Black Trans Am 
 PM 18/4/22-10/5/22

Nerna is from a black male imported from the US in 
2013. He was bred by the well-regarded Wilkins family. 
This line is rare in Australia.

Nerna is very black and has produced two black 
females - one to Durango and the other to Trans Am. 
Unfortunately last year’s cria had its eyes pecked by 
crows and she died. Nerna has been rebred to Trans 
Am.

Nerna has a solid frame and grows a long, 
independent fleece.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

2020 27.9 6.3 12.1 NA

2021 27.4 5.9 12.2 7.0

2022 31.8 7.1 15.8 NA

241875        17/4/2017        True Black         Female with cria at foot

LOT   33   Azzura Beauty of Sabbath  

 
Sire: Hidden Lake Sabre
Dam:  Azzura April Beauty
Mating:  open

Sabbath brings in some different genetics for us and 
has produced a stud quality male and two females, all 
true black.  We are very happy with the quality of all 
three, from different males (see photos, left).

Sabbath has a strong frame and well-locked regrowth 
with excellent lustre.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

2020 24.2 5.3 10.4 NA

2021 25.0 4.9 9.5 8.1

2022 27.2 5.6 10.5 NA

241871    1/12/2017  True Black         Open Proven Female

2021	progeny	by	Durango

2021	progeny	by	Magician 2022 progeny by Gravity

Cover Sire, Trans Am



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   34   Azzura Nukasay 

 
Sire: Hidden Lake Sabre
Dam:  Azzura Nuckamora
Mating:  open

Nukasay is a Hidden Lake Sabre daughter with Stirling 
Moss (grey) on the dam’s side. She is blue black and 
has given us two females, a show quality mahogany 
by Durango and her recent true black cria by Gravity 
(see photos, left)

Nuckasay is a very stylish female with excellent quality 
regrowth.  

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

2020 26.7 6.3 13.6 NA

2021 27.4 5.4 9.8 6.3

2022 29.4 5.4 9.9 NA

  241864        1/12/2017        True Black       Open Proven Female

LOT   35   Baarrooka TAS Transcend

 
Sire: ILR Torbio’s Accoyo Supreme (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Living Proof
Mating:  maiden

Transcend is by Supreme (full Accoyo) over a black 
female. This combination has given us some of our best 
blacks via embryo transfer - three black females, the 
first of which has produced two stud males, Mercury 
and Firecracker, to Bachelor.  

Transcend is a full sister to our true black stud male 
Halfway to Heaven.  While the fawn females will also 
produce black, we have enough of the black to not 
need to use them.

Transcend is a stunning female who has a lifetime of 
production ahead of her.  Fertility guarantee.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first* 23.6 4.7 7.3 9.4

2022 23.7 4.4 8.2 NA

*Fleece test with Trim OFF

    252031      22/4/2021        Dark Fawn     Maiden Female

2022 progeny by Gravity2020 progeny by Durango

Son of full sister, Firecracker



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   36   Baarrooka  Living Proof

 
Sire: ILR ABF Fine Threads’ Kingsford (US)
Dam:  Delrohan Gentile
Mating:  Baarrooka UB Magician ET
 PM 10/5/22-30/5/22

Living Proof has been an embryo transfer donor and 
has had 8 cria to Supreme (full Accoyo)  - 6 of these 
were black and 5/8 female. This combination has 
given us some of our best black females and also our 
true black male Halfway to Heaven. Her first female, 
Supreme Brilliance has produced two black stud 
males -  Mercury and Firecracker -  to Bachelor.   One 
of her fawn females, Transcend is offered in Lot 35 
above. 

Living Proof has also had a bay black female to 
Bachelor, and the mating on board by Magician 
should be another excellent stud quality black. We are 
hoping the cria will be delivered by the time of the 
auction.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 17.7 5.4 NA NA

2021 27.3 5.4 10.6 8.7

2022 28.1 5.9 11.0 NA

195889          28/3/13             True Black            Pregnant Female

LOT   37   Baarrooka  PP53

 
Sire: Baarrooka Thundercrack
Dam:  Bumble Hill Maria Callas
Mating:  maiden

A daughter of Thundercrack, full brother of Foreign 
Affair and son of Durango. Thundercrack has been 
used over the commercial herd for three years and 
has produced multiple champions. His own 2020 and 
2021 fleeces, at 8 and 9 years of age were awarded 
Championships at Royal and National level, showing 
the longevity of quality in this line.

PP53 is a fawn in our white herd, so does not fit in our 
breeding program. However, her fleece quality reflects 
what we are breeding for in this program. She also has 
very good density.  Fertility guarantee.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

2021 18.7 4.2 8.4 13.4

2022 22.1 5.1 10.1 NA

251918    30/4/2020         Medium Fawn         Maiden Female

Sire, Thundercrack

Reserve

Cover sire, MagicianSon, Halfway to Heaven ET

Thundercrack	2022	fleece



COLOURED SURI SALE - PROVEN PERFORMERS

AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT   38   Baarrooka  Durango’s Bobby Jean ET

 
Sire: ILR Moon Rivers Peruvian Durango (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Secret Garden
Mating:  Baarrooka TB Firecracker
 LMD 8/5/22

Bobby Jean’s dam, Secret Garden has produced some 
of our best blacks to Supreme, Bachelor and Durango 
through our embryo transfer program.

BJ’s sire is the famous Durango and dam is an Ultimate 
Black daughter. She has a stunning head and excellent 
strong frame. Her fleece has excellent lustre and good 
nourishment and density.

BJ had a black male to Magician in 2022 but 
unfortunately, it was early and stillborn. We expect an 
excellent black cria from Firecracker by the time of the 
auction.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

2020 22.6 5.5 11.1 NA

2021 25.0 5.3 10.5 9.8

2022 26.0 5.2 10.5 NA

226989  25/3/2017  Medium Fawn  Female with cria at foot

LOT   39   Baarrooka Supreme Harriet

 
Sire: ILR Torbio’s Accoyo Supreme (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka Heaven
Mating:  open

Harriet is by our imported male Supreme (full Accoyo).  
Her dam is by Desert Prince and Eurogliders (dam of 
well known sire Baarrooka Ultimate Groove). Harriet 
produced a stunning bay black female by Durango’s 
Oddessy who has gone on to produce excellent black 
progeny. After I sold this female, I tried the mating with 
Oddessy again, but mine was a brown female. 

Harriet’s higher fleece statistics reflect her Accoyo 
heritage and impact on her density score. However, 
she has proven herself with her progeny.  Her daughter 
Honeymooners has produced two show winning true 
black females, with one Reserve Champion Adult at 
the 2022 National and the other 1st black intermediate 
at Canberra Royal, just missing the Reserve Champion 
ribbon.

I would still like to replicate her first female, so have set 
a reserve on this one.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 22.4 5.7 11.3 NA

2021 30.5 6.3 12.5 7.3

2022 33.5 7.4 15.2 NA

196008    17/10/2014        Medium Brown    Open Proven Female

Harriet’s	2017	daughter

Reserve

Covering Sire, FirecrackerSire, Durango

Grand	daughter	2022	fleece

Reserve
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AUCTIONS PLUS SATURDAY 13TH MAY 2023

LOT  40   Baarrooka  Mountain Man

 
Sire: Lowanna Solstice
Dam:  Baarrooka Ultimate Vanya

Mountain Man is an excellent silver grey male suitable 
for stud duties. He has solid bone, a stocky frame 
and very good fleece characteristics, including good 
density. His sire, Solstice had a very successful show 
career and went on to sire numerous show winning 
progeny. 

MM’s dam is an Ultimate Black daughter and has 
produced two other stud males - a silver grey at 
Baarrooka and a true black standing stud in WA. Both 
of these were by Gray Knight.

As we have sold our grey suris and already have two 
grey males standing at stud for outside breedings, 
Mountain Man is going to waste. He would make an 
excellent stud male in a black/grey breeding program. 
Fertility guarantee included.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 19.1 4.6 9.4 NA

2021 24.4 5.2 10.3 7.8

2022 26.0 5.2 9.6 NA

226950   18/11/2016      Silver Grey     Certified Male

LOT   41   Baarrooka  Supreme Mercy 

 
Sire: ILR Torbio’s Accoyo Supreme (US)
Dam:  Wyona Meritaten
Mating:  open

Mercy is by our imported male Supreme (full Accoyo).  
She has produced two females (including the bay black 
by Gravity, shown at left) and a male.

Mercy has a square, solid frame with excellent bone, 
births easily and mothers well.

While her fleece micron has crept up over time, her 
consistent CEM reflects a lack of coarse fibres on 
the extremities. She has also scored well for density, 
particularly as a mature, breeding female.  We are very 
pleased with the quality of her cria and will continue to 
develop this line in our black program.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 20.0 5.5 9.8 NA

2021 28.0 5.3 9.8 7.9

2022 29.5 5.6 10.3 NA

196065    27/3/2015      True Black    Open Proven Female

Mercy’s 2020 daughter

Reserve

Sire, SolsticeAs a Junior

Sire, Accoyo Supreme
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Reserve

LOT  43   Tularosa Rosalina

 
Sire: Tularosa Kamikaze ET
Dam:  Tularosa Rafaella
Mating:  Tularosa Buccaneer
 LMD 04/03/2023

Rosalina is a lustrous maiden of generous proportions 
from an easy birthing female line. Although true black, 
she has some white fibres and may be suited to grey 
breeding. Her pedigree is a who’s who of imported 
black and grey genetics. Her lustre is like that of her 
sire Kamikaze. 

She is offered mated to classy silver- grey Tularosa 
Buccaneer. Expect an upstanding, quality cria in early 
autumn 2024. 

Fleece:

Date micron sd

first 16.2 4.7

2021 27.0 6.3

2022 29.8 7.2

250595   12/05/2019     True Black    Mated Female

Covering Sire, BuccaneerSire, Kamikaze

LOT   42   Tularosa Rondo  

 
Sire: Lowanna Solstice
Dam:  Tularosa Rhapsody
Mating:  Tularosa Karate Kid (LMD 25/04/2022) 

Rondo would be an excellent core female for a quality 
grey herd. She is a medium grey suri, with lustre and 
great conformation. 

She was sired by Lowanna Solstice over a Gray Knight 
Daughter (Rhapsody), both of whom were grey 
champions at high level shows. Rondo was awarded 
2nd in class as a junior at Alpaca Spectacular 2017. 

She is not fond of being handled, especially when 
pregnant, so would suit an experienced, patient 
breeder. 

Rondo’s most recent cria (Reaching Out) was 1st in class 
and had Best Grey Suri Fleece at National Alpaca Show 
2022. Rondo is mated to Tularosa Karate Kid. He is a 
calm, lustrous true black suri and she is offered with this 
cria at foot.

Fleece:

Date micron sd

first 20.8 4.8

2021 25.1 4.9

2022 27.4 6.0

227099    14/1/2017        Medium Grey      Female with cria at foot

Rondo	in	first	fleece With previous cria
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Reserve

LOT  45   Tularosa Shake it Up

 
Sire: ILR ABF Riptide’s Ultimate Black (US)
Dam:  Tularosa Shimmy
Mating:  Tularosa Leonardo
 LMD 10/12/2022.

Shake It Up is a big-framed grey female sired by 
Ultimate Black. No birthing issues here! She has had 2 
females which we have retained- first a grey and then 
a true black show quality female. 

Registered as medium grey, but is closer to dark grey. 
Although her fleece hasn’t stayed fine, it still has nice 
handle thanks to her sire Ultimate Black- handle which 
she passes on to her progeny. 

She is offered mated to Tularosa Leonardo for his 
silver-grey fleece and medium frame and is due in 
December 2023.

Fleece:

Date micron sd

first 19.4 5.2

2021 29.6 7.4

2022 30.3 6.8

207650   19/10/2014     Medium Grey   Pregnant Female

Covering Sire, Leonardo

LOT   44   Tularosa Carmencita  

 
Sire: Lowanna Solstice
Dam:  Tularosa Camilla
Mating:  tbc 

Carmencita is a beautiful compact silver-grey female 
who was first in class as a junior at Alpaca Spectacular 
in 2018 and Champion Grey Suri Female in that show. 

She is sired by Lowanna Solstice, with her maternal 
lines also from Canchones. 

She is offered with her lovely true black male cria at 
foot, born 3 March 2023 to Azzura Night Intrigue. Her 
previous cria was also solid true black and she shows 
great promise of throwing silver-grey like herself with a 
mating to a grey Tularosa male in autumn 2023

Fleece:

Date micron sd

first 18.5 4.8

2021 25.6 6.2

2022 28.3 6.0

240576    31/10/2017       Medium Grey      Mated Female+ M cria

Carmencita	in	first	fleece With male cria at foot
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LOT  46   Tularosa Levitate

 
Sire: Tularosa Kamikaze ET
Dam:  Tularosa Leviosa

Levitate is a beautiful boy and a joy to work with. A 
certified and proven true black suri male, Levitate is 
well awarded (Supreme Black Suri Male Australian 
Alpaca Spectacular 2018, 1st in class Canberra Royal 
2018 and Sydney Royal 2019). 

He has top shelf breeding from celebrated US (Gray 
Knight and Ultimate Black) and Peruvian lines. Several 
of our progeny from Levitate have been shown (halter 
or fleece) at high level; their fleeces have lovely lustre 
and handle (eg Sharma, Lucinda, King of Rio). 

He would be a valuable addition to your coloured suri 
breeding program.

Fleece:

Date micron sd

first 17.6 4.8

2021 24.30 5.3

2022 26.4 6.0

227097        2/4/2016      True Black       Certified Male

LOT   47   Tularosa Lucy Liu  

 
Sire: Lowanna Solstice
Dam:  Tularosa Loop the Loop
Mating:  Tularosa Leonardo 

Lucy Liu is a true black daughter of Solstice and was 
shown for a 3rd in class Australian Alpaca Spectacular in 
2017 as a junior. (Similarly, her true black daughter was 
shown for 3rd in class at Colourbration 2022, and 2nd as 
an intermediate at Canberra Royal 2023.) 

 Lucy Liu is a compact female, and is from consistently 
black and grey lines. 

She now has some visible greying fibres on her flanks 
on her 7th fleece. She is mated to Tularosa Leonardo, 
expecting a true black or silver-grey cria, due in Spring  
2023.

Fleece:

Date micron sd

first 21.5 5.5

2021 29.0 6.8

2022 30.2 7.0

227092       13/11/2016           True Black         Pregnant Female

Lucy Liu daughter

Reserve

Cover Sire, Leonardo
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LOT  48   Tularosa Razzle Dazzle

 
Sire: ILR Sierra Bonita’s The Bachelor (US)
Dam:  Tularosa Riff Raff
Mating:  Tularosa Leonardo
 LMD 03/12/2022

Razzle Dazzle for a reason! A really lustrous female of 
good density and that mahogany colour which also 
throws black or grey depending upon the mating sire. 
A dependable breeder, she has had 2 nice male crias 
in the past.  

Her maternal pedigree includes Gray Knight, and her 
sire is excellent black import The Bachelor. 

This time she is mated to tried and true silver-grey 
Tularosa Leonardo.

Fleece:

Date micron sd

first 16.9 4.9

2021 24.6 5.0

2022 25.5 4.8

227088     18/05/2016       Mahogany    Pregnant Female

 
Sire: Tularosa Levitate
Dam:  Tularosa Raffia
Mating:  Tularosa Karate Kid (LMD 25/04/2022) 

This maiden has lots of fawn fleece, dark skin and a lot 
of black in her background of quality imported lines. 
And her mating is to Azzura Night Intrigue, a midnight 
black suri with a rich black pedigree. 

Her first cria is due in April 2023, and she is offered with 
this cria at foot.

Fleece:

Date micron sd

first 17.5 4.1

2021 19.6 4.5

2022 21.8 5.1

Covering Sire, LeonardoSire, The Bachelor
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Reserve

LOT   49   Tularosa Frankie D  

 
Sire: Aviana Farms Desperado
Dam:  Tularosa Frangelica
Mating:  Azzura Night Intrigue
 LMD 25/04/2022

Frankie D is a silver-grey female and was 1st in class 
as an intermediate at Colourbration in 2015. She is 
from traditional lines including Somerset Arequipa 
King and Pinjarra Stirling Moss, and has produced 2 
silver females. Each of these has been shown.  One was 
Australian Alpaca Spectacular Champion Grey Suri and 
has been sold to Europe. The other we have retained; 
she had an excellent show record with 1st in class at 
2019 Colourbration and at 2018 Australian Alpaca 
Spectacular and 2018 Canberra Royal.  

Frankie D’s current mating is to Azzura Night Intrigue, 
true black male. She is offered with this cria at 
foot.  Some quality diverse genetics right here to 
complement your breeding.

Fleece:

Date micron sd

2015 21.9 4.7

2021 29.1 6.7

2022 29.0 6.7

181475        1/4/2014          Medium Grey          Female with cria at foot

Frankie D with previous cria Covering Sire, Night Intrigue

LOT  50   Tularosa Ready Set Go

 
Sire: Tularosa Lazy Days
Dam:  Tularosa She’ll be Ready
Mating:  Tularosa Rasmus
 LMD 25/04/2022

This placid young female is a bay black maiden 
from some of our most reliable lines (Gray Knight, 
Bachelor). 

She is mated to silver-grey Tularosa Rasmus, and is 
due April 2023. 

This could be an exciting start to a long reproductive 
career and a wild card opportunity! 

Rasmus is an impressive silver-grey male, well-
credentialled and just starting to work. He is not 
available for outside matings.

Fleece:

Date micron sd

first 18.7 4.4

2021 22.5 5.0

2022 25.9 6.6

247603     31/12/2019       Bay Black    Female with cria at foot

Covering Sire, Rasmus
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LOT  51   Tularosa Keeping Up

 
Sire: Tularosa Levitate
Dam:  Tularosa Keepsake ET
Mating:  Tularosa Leonardo
 LMD 03/12/2022

This typey female is jet black save for a small silvery 
white spot on her shoulder. She is sired by Tularosa 
Levitate. Her dam was an ET female and she has solid 
black and grey genetics, including Ultimate Black and 
Gray Knight. 

Her mating is to silver grey Leonardo to reinforce the 
Gray Knight genetics. Leonardo is producing quality 
true black and silver-grey progeny. Keeping Up is sold 
pregnant and due in November 2023

Fleece:

Date micron sd

first 22.1 5.9

2021 26.5 5.2

2022 28.3 6.6

247611      5/5/2020        True Black        Pregnant Female

LOT   52   Tularosa Frim Fram  

 
Sire: ILR Sierra Bonita’s The Bachelor (US)
Dam:  Tularosa Miss Frangipani
Mating:  Tularosa Shazaam
 LMD 11/03/2023 

Frim Fram was our first cria from imported male Sierra 
Bonita’s The Bachelor. She has thrown quality progeny 
and is the dam of the most recent Best Grey Suri from 
National Alpaca Show in Adelaide 2022 (Tularosa Tier 
One). We plan to use him as a stud sire. 

Frim Fram is rose grey with a strong frame and still has 
nice handling fleece as a 7yo. She will offered mated to 
silver-grey Tularosa Shazaam. 

Fleece:

Date micron sd

2016 20.9 5.3

2021 29.7 7.6

2022 31.0 7.7

207739        31/3/2015          Rose Grey         Mated Female

    Frim Fram’s previous son

Covering Sire, Leonardo

Covering Sire, Shazaam
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LOT  53   Baarrooka TB You’re Missing 

 
Sire: ILR Sierra Bonita’s The Bachelor (US)
Dam:  Baarrooka UB Yizheng
Mating:  open

You’re Missing is by US import The Bachelor , whose 
progeny are tightly held by his co-owners due to his 
excellent fineness and density and exclusive, high 
quality pedigree. 

She has a solid frame and strong bone.

You’re Missing has produced a stud-quality male by 
Magician.  His second fleece micron was 21.6, showing 
how easy it is to bring down a higher micron if quality 
genetics are present.

Fleece:

Date micron sd CEM FDI

first 25.0 6.8 14.1 NA

2021 28.7 6.9 14.5 6.5

2022 32.8 8.0 17.5 NA

226995     9/4/2017 True Black          Open Proven Female

2020 son by Magician Sire, The Bachelor

The animal previously listed as a duplicate Lot 
13 has been moved to Lot 53 below


